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Briar Chapel Community Association 
Communications Committee 

 
REPORT to the Board April 20, 2022 

Submitted by Bob Lijana, Committee Chair 
 

 
The vast majority of our work this past month has been moving the new website along, so this Report 
will focus on that.  Worth mentioning is that we have often helped out others this month getting 
materials posted (or changed) on the current website.  This is a skill and a service we need to maintain 
for a while. 
 
Website Redesign Project 
AndiSites has just about completed the draft design work for the new website, so that having the site 
ready for beta-testing is imminent.  There is/was a Zoom call with AndiSites (and our BCCA team, 
including Grant) on 4/19, so an update will be forthcoming. 
 
Efforts on making sure the resident directory works like we want it to are still ongoing, with the 
assistance of this committee (and especially Tony), Grant, and Ashley (Kuester).  Much appreciated, 
since this is work that everyone will take for granted eventually. 
 
Further good news is that, after much effort on our part (not theirs), FrontSteps (Association Voice, our 
current website provider) was able to retrieve all of the documents from our “Resource Library” (with 
one exception; see below).  This information was uploaded to a Google Drive account created by Grant, 
and then given to AndiSites for transition to the new website. 
 
The one exception is sub-folder “D”, which stands for “disappeared”!  Many efforts went into finding 
that folder, but to no avail.  This folder contained all of our historical committee reports, and their 
charters.  We decided that we would not pay FrontSteps $250/hr and likely wait three months to get 
this sub-folder retrieved (if they could even find it).  Instead, Cathy, Liz, and Bob are working to re-create 
that sub-folder for the 2021 documents.  Jeremy has also offered his help, and that could be useful in 
the future for finding 2020 and older documents – but these are not critical at the moment. 
 
AndiSites has built in a place-holder for the pool reservation system.   With the recent Board decision to 
use the same “home-grown” system as last year, the link to this program has been given to AndiSites for 
incorporating into the new website. 
 
Website Timing and “Plan B” 
Our initial goal (from last Fall) was to get the new website up in time for pool season.  This MAY be still 
possible, but rather than rush to achieve this goal (and incur much more stress and likelihood for 
mistakes), we are instead putting in place a plan to have two “parallel” websites.  This is a suggestion 
from Tony and endorsed by Grant.  One site will be the current website (“BriarChapelLife”) which will 
continue to operate as it always has – this will include having the pool reservation link placed on it, just 
like we did last year.  The second site will be a new “temporary” website (eg, “BriarChapelLife_NEW”) 
under which all of the new work will reside.  In this manner we can beta-test and vet the new website, 
and determine when we really want it to go live. 
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Everyone will need to create new log-in credentials on that new system regardless – so we are working 
with Kuester to determine how best to do this (eg, two-week transition period) to help them manage 
what will likely be a large amount of calls at that time. 
 
“Publicity Campaign” 
The other work we are doing is putting together a “PR campaign” to alert and then educate the 
residents on the move to the new website.  The only thing done so far is an announcement banner on 
the current website.  Much more information, via different vehicles (including BCCA’s new Facebook 
page), is being developed as we firm up the date for the new website launch. 
 
 
 
 
 

Our next meeting is currently scheduled for Tuesday, April 26, 2022 at 5:00 pm. 
 

 


